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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this paper was to characterise bull–dam herds by examining herd phenotypic and genetic averages and
variances, and their relationships.
To characterise bull–dam herds a total of 97,327 HY containing 35% subclasses with single cows and 22.2% with more than
5 cows were identified. This reflects the structure of the cattle population in Poland, which has a large proportion of small
herds. Dams of bulls were found in 1233 HY . The majority of HY (774) contained single bull–dams. Correlations between
genetic and phenotypic averages and within–herd genetic and phenotypic standard deviations were significant and positive.
The differences between the weighted average BV of bull–dam HY and subclasses without bull–dams were 171.3 kg of milk,
6.18 kg of fat and 4.58 kg of protein. Correlations between bull–dam yield and herd yield averages ranged from 0.73 for milk
to 0.77 for protein, and with standard deviations ranged respectively from 0.41 to 0.48.
Key words: dairy cattle, bull–dam, breeding value

INTRODUCTION
Selection of superior cows as bull–dams is an important part of breeding programmes. Path dams of bulls usually
contribute about 30% of the total genetic gain. In Poland between 1990 and 1997 the selection index procedure
was used to evaluate cow breeding values. In 1998 the BLUP animal model was implemented; it allowed
simultaneous evaluation of sires and cows.
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It has been shown that cows from herds with higher variance tend to be overevaluated [1, 7, 10]. This might lead
to biased predictions of breeding values (BV), including those of bull–dams. The purpose of this paper was to
characterise bull–dam herds by examining herd phenotypic and genetic averages and variances, and their
relationships.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Data consisted of 627,183 Polish Black–and–White cows with first lactation records, 379,839 cows with first
two lactation records, and 223,592 cows with first three lactation records. The cows were daughters of 12,513
sires, and calved for the first time between April 1991 and September 1999. The records were made in 23,076
herds (97,327 herd–year subclasses). Herd–year subclasses (HY) containing less than 5 cows were deleted. A
search of the sire pedigrees identified 2509 potential bull–dams; 641 of them were dams of evaluated bulls and
419 were dams of AI bulls. Milk, fat and protein yields in the first three lactations were analysed.
BLUP multitrait animal model evaluation of BV was carried out for each production trait separately, according
to a linear model including fixed effect of herd–year–season, linear and quadratic regressions on age at calving,
fixed effect of genetic groups, random animal additive genetic effect, and random error. Animals with unknown
parents were assigned to genetic groups according to the rules described by Westell et al. [9]. (Co)variance
components used in the mixed model were taken from Jagusiak and DUQHFNL>@
Means and standard deviations (SD) for first lactation yields were calculated for each HY. The same parameters
within HY were obtained for BV of sires and cows, estimated from three lactations. Breeding values based on
first lactations were not available, but Jagusiak and DUQHFNL>@have already shown that the correlation between
single and multitrait breeding value evaluations was close to unity. Product–moment correlations among the
means and SD of HY with bull–dams and HY without bull–dams were computed. Finally, the correlations of the
yields and BV of bull–dams with the means and SD of their respective HY subclasses were computed, and the
means of bull–dams and their contemporaries were compared.
Scheffe’s multiple–comparison procedure was used to test yield and BV differences between HY without bull–
dams and HY with bull–dams, and the two–sample paired t–test was applied to compare means of bull–dams and
their contemporaries [6].
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The characteristics of the data structure are given in Table 1. A total of 97,327 HY contained 35% subclasses
with single cows and only 22.2% with more than 5 cows. This reflects the structure of cattle breeding in Poland,
which is characterised by small herd size and results in a large proportion of cows without or with few
contemporaries. Lack of contemporaries reduces the reliability of breeding value estimates.
Potential dams of bulls were found in 1233 HY (Table 2). The majority of HY (774) contained single bull–dams.
Most of these subclasses (495) consisted of 1 to 5 cows. Two bull–dams were nominated from each of 215 HY.
Three or more bull–dams were selected from a small proportion of HY.
Table 1. Number of herd–year subclasses (HY) by number of cows
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Table 2. Number of herd–year subclasses (HY) with potential bull–dams by number of cows and number of bull–
dams (HY with dams of evaluated bulls in brackets)
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The averages of first lactation yield traits were significantly higher in HY with bull–dams than in herds without
bull–dams (Table 3). Also the average yields differed markedly between bull–dam herds classified according to
bull–dam category, except protein yield. A similar pattern was shown by average BV. Again the average BV’s
based on the first three lactations were lowest in herds without bull–dams. The highest and positive were the BV
in herds with cows nominated as bull–dams. In herds with dams of tested bulls the BV dropped significantly; all
averages were low and negative. The average BV of herds with dams of bulls used in AI were slightly but
significantly higher than those of herds with dams of tested bulls, but remained negative (Table 3). Selection of
bull–dams in the period covered by this research was based on the selection index. The multitrait animal model
currently applied in genetic evaluation allows characterisation of genetic level of herds and dams in retrospect;
therefore the differences in BV presented in Table 3 reflect the effectiveness of index selection and its
application in practice.
The differences between the weighted average BV of bull–dam HY and subclasses without bull–dams were
171.3 kg of milk, 6.18 kg of fat and 4.58 kg of protein. Bull–dam herds also displayed higher variation in both
yield traits and BV. (Table 3). Mao et. al. [4] reported average BV of bull–dam herds in American northeastern
and Michigan cattle populations significantly higher than in other herds.

Table 3. Means and standard deviations of yields and breeding values in herd–year subclasses (HY) with
bull–dams and without bull–dams
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Means with the same letter do not differ significantly.
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Correlations among the means and standard deviations of yield traits and BV in HY with potential bull–dams are
shown in Table 4. The average herd yields were highly correlated with average BV (0.63–0.65), and herd yield
standard deviations with BV standard deviations (0.63–0.68). The lowest correlations were found between herd
yield averages and BV standard deviations (from 0.16 in fat to 0.19 in protein). The relationships between
averages and variation indicate the possible existence of heterogeneous variance. Mao et al. [5] found small and
negative correlations between genetic averages and within–herd genetic variation, and moderate correlations
between herd yield average and intraherd yield variation. Possible heterogeneous within–herd variance could
affect the evaluation of bull–dams and response to selection. It has been well documented that greater herd
variability can cause overevaluation of genetic values, and that a higher proportion of individuals is selected
from more variable herds [2, 8] The possible bias in evaluation of breeding values caused by heterogeneity
requires further research.
Table 4. Correlations between means and standard deviations (SD) of cow yields and breeding values in herd–year
subclasses (HY) with potential bull–dams (808 HY subclasses with at least 5 cows/subclass)
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All correlations are highly significant (p<0.01).

The differences between phenotypic and genetic weighted average yields of potential bull–dams, dams of
evaluated bulls, and dams of AI bulls and their contemporaries were significant (Table 5). All phenotypic
differences were larger than the respective genetic differences. The largest differences in yield traits were found
for dams of AI bulls. However, the realised selection intensity, estimated on the basis of animal model BV
evaluation, was slightly higher in the group of dams of AI bulls.
Table 5. Weighted average differences between yields and breeding values of bull–dams and their contemporaries
within herd–year subclass (HY)
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All differences are highly significant (p<0.01).

CONCLUSIONS
The means and standard deviations of breeding values of herd–year subclasses containing nominated bull–dams
were larger than the respective parameters of the breeding values of subclasses without bull–dams. The
differences between average breeding values were smaller when herd–year subclasses with AI dams were
compared with herd–year subclasses without bull–dams. The weighted average differences between breeding
values of bull–dams and their contemporaries were generally small, showing low intensity of selection on the
dam–son path.
The positive phenotypic correlations between herd averages and within–herd standard deviations indicate the
possible existence of heterogeneous variance. The same pattern was shown by the average herd breeding values
and intraherd breeding value standard deviations.
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